
 

TAKE A SECOND FOR SAFETY 
June 18, 2016 Week 30 Topics: CSA Scores & Claims   

Current Progress On Basics Over Threshold 

Bennett 

We continue to discuss CSA and what we can do to eliminate scores over the threshold, but with our current performance half way 
through July we are heading in the wrong direction.  For BME,/ACE so far this month we have forty one (41) vehicle maintenance 
violations, five (5) hours of service, and seven (7) unsafe violations.  Of the VM violation’s nine (9) were OOS which added an 
additional eighteen (18) points. All of the VM violations are either Tires (flat, underinflated, fabric exposed, tread depth below 2/32), 
brakes (out of adjustment, brake hose), ABS lamp, Tiedowns, operating without periodic inspection, windshield wiper inoperative, 
power steering violation, oil and grease leak, hood not secure, warning flag required, mud flap missing, horn inoperative, discharged 
fire extinguisher, leaking/ spilling/ blowing/ falling cargo “everyone of these violations are preventable”.  We will never lower our 
score if we continue to get these needless write ups that should have been caught at pre-trip.  These violations are not only a reflection 
of our drivers but also a reflection of Bennett as a whole because our customers and the DOT review this information daily.                                                                                    
Secondly, we have five (5) HOS violations already this month with three (3) for false record of duty status which are seven points a 
piece to include a OOS identifier that makes them nine points each, one record of duty status not current, and one form and manner.   
As we have discussed previously lowering this basic will require no more than two violations each month.  Our score will continue to 
rise as the majority of the carriers in this safety event group have ELOGS and maintain compliance.   So please stress the importance 
of keeping all log books current or relay the advantages of our overdrive connect package to confirm compliance.                          
Lastly, our unsafe basic has been increasing for the last four month as we have one hundred thirty-two (132) total violations in this 
basic for the two-year period.  We have seen in the past what happens once we reach the 150-violation mark and we move into the 
next safety event group.  This basic will go directly into alert status and this would put us at THREE basics over the threshold.  That 
would trigger an audit due to the fact we have HOS and unsafe over the limit, which DOT sees as a indicator of high risk.  So far this 
month, we have had seven (7) unsafe violations with three of those being the top point violations.  We have gotten two speeding 6-
10mph over, one failure to obey traffic control device, one improper lane change, one speeding 15mph over the limit, one failure to 
wear seat belt, and one using a cellphone while operation a CMV.                                                                                                                                                                                                           
BTT has HOS over the threshold and this month so far we have 10 violations.  Out of the ten (10) violations six (6) are record of duty 
status not current, three (3) for Form and manner, and one (1) for false logbook.   Needless to say we will not lower our score with 
this type of performance and we have proven if this score rises to 89% we increase our chances of a DOT audit.                             
With all this being said,  I hope everyone realizes how important it is for Bennett to get these scores below the threshold to maintain a 
good safety record for our drivers and customers.  

Reminder!!!!!! Do you know someone who should be our next Safety Hero?  Send me an email at 
randall.vernon@bennettig.com to nominate someone. 

Claims 
2016 has not been kind to us in claims, we are on pace to have the highest claims year to date.  Each business unit has 
contributed to this, so it will also be a group effort in reducing the claims numbers.  Through the first seven months, we are 
over 2-million dollars above the same time last year.  Each division is above and we must all concentrate on claims and 
accident reduction.  Each dollar we have in claims come directly off our bottom line and also effect our safety rating with 

customers.  Below is a breakdown of each business unit and the amount in claims each 
company is over from last year’s claims number.  As you can see we are well above last year 
and instead of improving our claims number we 
have surpassed what we had all of last year.  So 
Please make sure all drivers are aware of the 
dangers pertaining to each load before heading 
out to prevent claims and accidents.  BE SAFE!! 


